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Part I. Scales—Scales are worth a maximum of 60 points.  
No decimals. 

Major Scale
Student demonstrated  …  

Rhythmic and tempo accuracy  
 Note accuracy  
 Intonation accuracy 
 Tone with rich, intense and strong quality 

subtotal 

Minor Scale    
Student demonstrated  …  

Rhythmic and tempo accuracy  
 Note accuracy  
 Intonation accuracy 
 Tone with rich, intense and strong quality 

subtotal 

Chromatic Scale    
Student demonstrated  …  

Rhythmic and tempo accuracy  
 Note accuracy  
 

Scale 
SubtotalIntonation accuracy 

 Tone with rich, intense and strong quality 
subtotal 

 
Part II. Excerpts—Each excerpt is worth a maximum 
of 60 points. No decimals. 
EXCERPT #1 
Student demonstrated  …  

Rhythmic and tempo accuracy  
 Note accuracy  
 Intonation accuracy 
 Tone with rich, intense and strong quality 
Musicality in their dynamics, phrasing, articulations 

subtotal 

EXCERPT #2 
Student demonstrated  …  

Rhythmic and tempo accuracy  
 Note accuracy  
 Intonation accuracy 
 

Excerpt 
Subtotal Tone with rich, intense and strong quality 

Musicality in their dynamics, phrasing, articulations 

subtotal 

Part III. Solo—The solo is worth a maximize of 60 points. 
Decimals may be used. 

Solo: 

Student demonstrated  …  
	 	

Tempo accuracy 

Rhythmic accuracy 
  

Note accuracy 

Pitch accuracy Solo 
Difficulty

Tone with rich, intense, and 
strong quality 

Dynamics with consistency   

Bowings and articulations with 
consistency 

Solo 
Subtotal

Interpretation with historical 
appropriateness 

subtotal 

Scale and Solo 
 Scoring Guide

5 points Exceptional 
4 points Consistently 
3 points Mostly 
2 points Sometimes 
1 point Rarely 
0 points Never 

Audition 
Total

Excerpt Scoring Guide 
11-12 points Exceptional 
8-10 points Consistently 
5-7 points Mostly 
3-4 points Sometimes 
1-2 points Rarely 
0 points Never 
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